
 
 
 
 

 
Ref No-DPSGFBD/CIRCULAR/V-VIII/0064/2020-21                                                                         Date: June 3, 2020 

Dear Parent 

Heinrich Heine, a German poet and a literary critic once said, “Talking and eloquence are not the same: 
to speak and to speak well are two things.  A fool may talk, but a wise man speaks. Every idea is an 
incitement...eloquence may set fire to reason.” During this confinement period as our meeting with 
others is minimal, so, a dialogue takes place only between I, Me and Myself.  Let’s take this as an 
opportunity and give wings to all these spiraling dialogues and speak our heart loud.  With this objective, 
we are launching an extended programme for our online English classes called, “Our Words Our Voice”, 
an initiative to provide the Dipsites of classes V-VIII a platform for self-expression through 
declamations, debates, poems and short stories based on various themes. 

We invite our Dipsites from the middle section to unfold their heart and speak their mind from the 
comfort of their home.  Please note the following and help our Dipsite to be a part of the programme- 

 English teachers of classes V-VIII will be forwarding topics/themes on weekly basis through 
Google classroom.    

 Dipsites are invited to share their thoughts on any one given topic with their English teacher 
within the stipulated time via an audio or a video clip in mp3 format. 

 It would be a pleasure to receive the audio/video not exceeding 1-1.5 minutes, on the teacher’s 
whatsapp. 

 Along with the audio/video, kindly send your ward’s photograph in school uniform to the 
concerned English teacher. 

 It is advised to record the video in landscape mode and our Dipsite wonderfully presenting 
his/her piece in school uniform. 

 The language, content and tone used should be polite at all times and must not be offensive.  

 The audio/video clippings will then be featured on our school’s Facebook page after reviewing its 
length, content, language and tone. 

We would like to request you to encourage and motivate your ward to give words and voice to his/her 
thoughts. 

Regards 

 

Principal 

 

 

 

 

 


